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_AD_E7_BA_A7_c84_259836.htm Inspiration(5次)1. It is no

____that a large number of violent crimes are committed under the

influence of alcohol. (03/9)A) coincidence B) correspondence C)

inspiration D) intuition2. The lady in this strange tale very obviously

suffers from a serious mental illness. Her plot against a completely

innocent old man is a clear sign of________. (02/1)A) impulse B)

insanity C) inspiration D) disposition 3. Having had her as a

professor and adviser, I can tell you that she is an_______force who

pushes her students to excel far beyond their own

expectations.(01/1)A) inspirational B) educational C) excessive D)

instantaneous4. His _______ was telling him that something was

wrong.(00/1)A) intuition B) hypothesis C) inspiration D)

sentiment5. It is very strange but I had an ______ that the plane

would crash. (99/1)A) inspiration B) intuition C) imagination D)

incentive Reflect(4次)1. His illness first ________ itself as severe

stomach pains and headaches. (04/6)A) expressed B) manifested C)

reflected D) displayed 2. Call your doctor for advice if the____

persist for more than a few days. (03/12)A) responses B) signals C)

symptoms D) reflections3. E-mail is a convenient, highly democratic

informal medium for conveying messages that _______ well to

human needs. (00/6)A) adheres B) reflects C) conforms D)

satisfies4. Many novels that attempt to mirror the world are really

_______ of the reality that they represent. (98/6)A) reflections B)



demonstrations C) illuminations D) reproductions Monitor(3次)1.

The doctors dont ____ that the patient will live much

longer.(03/12)A) monitor B) manifest C) articulate D) anticipate2.

The doctors dont _______ that he will live much longer.(00/1)A)

articulate B) anticipate C) manifest D) monitor3. To prevent

flooding in winter the water flowing from the dam is constantly

______ by a computer. (99/6)A) graded B) managed C) conducted

D) monitored Notify(3次)1. High grades are supposed to ________

academic ability, but John’s actual performance did not confirm

this. (04/6)A) certify B) clarify C) classify D) notify 2. We shall

probably never be able to ____ the exact nature of these sub-atomic

particles. (02/6)A) assert B) impart C) ascertain D) notify 3. The

basic causes are unknown, although certain conditions that may lead

to cancer have been _______ . (99/1)A) identified B) guaranteed C)

notified D) conveyed Luminous(2次)1. The hands on my alarm

clock are _______, so I can see what time it is in the dark. (05/12)A)

gorgeous B) luminous C) spectacular D) exotic2. I bought an alarm

clock with a(n) _______ dial, which can be seen clearly in the dark.

(02/12)A) supersonic B) luminous C) audible D) amplified

Massive(2次)1. Among all the changes resulting from the ______

entry of women into the work force, the transformation that has

occurred in the women themselves is not the least important.

(00/6)A) massive B) quantitative C) surplus D) formidable 2.

Certain species disappeared or became ______ as new forms arose

that were better adaptedto the Earths changing environment.

(99/6)A) feeble B) extinct C) massive D) extinguished 100Test 下载
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